Limb girdle muscular dystrophies: update on genetic diagnosis and therapeutic approaches.
This review is an up-to-date analysis of the genetic diagnosis and therapeutic strategies for limb girdle muscular dystrophies (LGMDs). LGMDs are an example of both clinical and genetic heterogeneity. Clinically, by the description of non-LGMD phenotypes associated with LGMD genes and of LGMD phenotypes associated with originally non-LGMD disease genes; and genetically, by the description of new LGMD genes that further increase the diagnostic complexity. Moreover, new powerful approaches for DNA analysis, such as exome sequencing, promise to revolutionize the field of heterogeneous genetic diseases, also providing information about the true penetrance of LGMD mutations. The recent inputs on novel pathogenic mechanisms and pathways in LGMD will suggest novel therapeutic approaches and future clinical trials. In addition, therapeutic approaches of gene and cell delivery into animal models show promising results that will be translated into clinical trials. The genetic diagnosis of LGMD from the present home-made algorithms will move toward high-throughput diagnostic strategies based on next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies. As therapy, new powerful drug approaches based on recent pathogenetic findings will be pushed to clinical trials. In addition, novel more efficient and safer viral vectors for gene delivery will be proposed.